
Across the parking lot, Deb spots CAROL, Tyler’s mother, 
waiting inside her Chevy Malibu. The two lock eyes for a 
moment. Deb musters a wave. Carol turns away.   

Moments later, Jesse wanders over and sits down beside Deb. 
Offers her a cigarette. 

DEB
I quit. 

TYLER 
Wish I could. 

Tyler lights the cigarette, takes a long drag and exhales.  

TYLER (CONT’D)
Thanks for bringin’ him to see me. *

DEB
He was excited... So you’re livin’ *
down in Florida? 

TYLER
Yeah. Sober Livin’ house for now. 
But if things go alright Kaylee and 
me’re gonna get our own apartment. 

DEB
She seems really sweet, Tyler. I’m 
happy for you.  

I’m happy for you. Coming from Deb, the words leave a sour 
taste in Tyler’s mouth.  

TYLER
You really f’d me up, you know 
that, Ms. Connor? All that shit you 
made up about me bein’ abusive to 
Bridget and... Everyone looked at 
me different after that. You know I 
never laid a finger on her.

Deb’s silent, ashamed of her lies.  

TYLER (CONT’D)
I swear half the shit I got goin’ 
on with me right now is ‘cause a 
what happened back then. 

DEB
(a guilty beat, then)

I was in a bad place. I lost my 
daughter. 

(MORE)
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I needed to blame someone. I guess 
you were just the easy target. 

Tyler reaches into his wallet and removes a dog-eared PICTURE 
OF HIMSELF AND BRIDGET taken when they were teenagers. 
They’re holding one another on a couch, smiling.  

TYLER
My mom came down to visit and 
brought a buncha old pictures. 

Deb stares at Bridget’s face a moment. She looks happy. Deb 
smiles, then offers it back -- 

TYLER (CONT’D)
Nah you keep it. You can even cut 
me out if you want. I don’t care. 

DEB *
Thank you. 

Deb tucks the photo away. *

TYLER
You don’t still think I... 

DEB
No. I stopped thinkin’ that a long 
time ago. 

They watch Jesse climb across the monkey bars. Kaylee CLAPS.

TYLER
I appreciate you raisin’ him. 

DEB
Didn’t have much of a choice, did 
I? 

TYLER
(absorbs the jab, then)

Who knows, maybe one day I can put 
all this shit behind me and be more *
a part a his life. 

Deb manages a smile, not exactly thrilled at the prospect. 

TYLER (CONT’D)
He a good kid? I mean, he’s not a 
troublemaker or a smart-ass, is he?

DEB
No. He’s a really good kid. 

DEB (CONT'D)
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That warms Tyler. His life hasn’t been a total failure. 

DEB (CONT’D)
You’ll like this. Last week I woke 
up with a sore throat. At the 
breakfast table, I said, ‘My God, 
it feels like I swallowed a buncha 
razor blades.’ I got a call later 
that he was at school and couldn’t 
stop crying. I said, ‘Well ask him 
what’s the matter.’ His teacher 
said, ‘He keeps sayin’ his grandmom 
swallowed razor blades.’  

TYLER
(laughs, then)

Razor blades. Shit, that is good.  

We stay on Deb and Tyler for a few moments as they watch 
Jesse play. 

EXT. PARKING LOT -- PUBLIC PARK -- LATER THAT AFTERNOON 

Deb and Jesse climb inside the Ford Taurus. Tyler leans into 
the passenger window and hands Jesse a grocery store bag 
filled with loose candy. Must be two pounds worth. 

TYLER 
That’s a little present I picked up 
on the way over. You like Warheads?  

(Jesse nods)
Got a buncha those in there. Some 
Nerd Ropes and Lemonheads, too.  

JESSE
My Gran says I’m not allowed to eat 
junk. 

DEB
Well, we’ll make an exception this 
time. Say thank you.  

JESSE
Thank you. 

TYLER
You’re welcome. Be good and listen 
to what your Gran says, okay? 

JESSE
Okay. 
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TYLER
I love you. 

JESSE
...okay.

Tyler smiles, understanding why Jesse didn’t say it back. *

DEB
Stay in touch, okay, Tyler? 

TYLER
I will. See yas soon, I hope.

Jesse waves. The Ford rolls away. Jesse watches out the side 
mirror as Tyler wraps his arms around Kaylee and holds her 
and he keeps watching until his father disappears from sight. 

INT. DEB’S HOUSE -- BRIDGET’S BEDROOM -- NIGHT 

Deb enters, switches on the lights and gazes around. Not a 
single item has changed in the six years since Bridget 
disappeared. Same bedding, same stuffed animals, same 
pictures and posters on the wall. The only additions are a *
small collection of white vigil candles and a memorial 
collage which sit, shrine-like, on a shelf above her bed.  

She crosses to Bridget’s desk where a 2003 calendar remains. *
On it are the notes and squiggles of a conscientious mother 
mixed in with those of a sad and regretful teenager: 

Jesse Dr. Edelson appt @ 2:30PM... Mom’s Bday!!! Gift 
IDEAS!!??...Homecoming Dance :( (sad face) 

After a moment Deb takes out the photo Tyler gave to her and 
tucks it into the mirror frame. *

Her gaze shifts from the photo to her own reflection in the *
mirror. Disappointed by the person staring back, she turns *
away and looks down at the dresser top where a hairbrush *
sits. She picks a few strands of Bridget’s hair out and *
stares at them sitting in her palm.   *

INT. COCO’S PIZZERIA -- NIGHT 

A local pizza and sub joint. Deb works nights as a waitress. 
She drops a pizza and buffalo wings off at a booth filled 
with a FAMILY, then heads back toward the kitchen when -- 

PAUL (O.C.) *
Deb! Yoo-hoo!
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